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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical calculations have predicted the importance of two-photon absorptions in 

the third order optical nonlinearities of polydiacetylenes. We have used electro-absorption 

techniques to make these two-photon transitions slightly one-photon allowed and therefore 

observable in the one-photon absorption spectrum. Our findings, although unable to ascertain 

the existence of below-gap two-photon states, nevertheless provide an unexpected view of 

the conduction band in conjugated chain polymers. The observation of a field induced 

oscillatory change in the absorption around the vicinity of the band edge and comparison of 

this signal with theoretical calculations leads to the conclusion that the conduction band is 

composed of both one-photon and two-photon states. This oscillatory signal cannot be solely 

explained by one-photon or two-photon states but must include both types for this high 

energy signal to be reproduced in the theoretical calculations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the gradual move to switch from all electrical devices to all optical devices it is 

natural to expect that some hybridization will occur in the intermediate stages. Many of the 

devices involving optics operate based on nonlinear optical properties which must be measured 

accurately. These nonlinear optical properties are strongly effected by optical transitions 

which are not one-photon allowed due to their parity matching with the ground state. Then, 

it is not possible to see these transitions in the linear absorption spectrum; they must be 

accessed by two-photon processes. They can also become weakly allowed in the nonlinear 

optical regime where very strong electric fields are present. This means that electro-

absorption techniques can also be used to probe these parity forbidden transitions which are 

close to and strongly dipole coupled with allowed transitions. Electro-absorption monitors 

changes in the absorption of a material as various strength electric fields are applied to the 

sample. One of the difficulties in using electro-absorption lies in the lack of identifiable 

signatures for classifying the features seen in the data. Some signals, such as Stark shifts of 

allowed transitions and induced absorption of two-photon transitions, can be recognized if 

they are secluded from other signals. Usually, however, these features are bunched together, 

making the identification of their origin a difficult task. This can be further complicated by 

other effects such as broadening, oscillator strength reduction and band edge perturbations. 

Thus, electro-absorption represents a preliminary technique for probing areas of a material's 

absorption spectrum which could possibly be later examined with a more specialized and 

definitive technique such as two-photon absorption or time resolved spectroscopy. Some 
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means do exist for gaining information from electro-absorption although they are still limited. 

These include shifting and subtracting the linear absorption data to clarify electro-absorption 

features or changing experimental conditions such as the electric field applied to check the 

field dependence of the electro-absorption signal. 

Polydiacetylenes(PDAs), a class of long carbon chain polymers, have recently 

attracted considerable interest due to their large third order optical susceptibilities and fast 

excited state relaxation times1,2. Recent experimental realization of optical waveguides and 

nonlinear directional couplers9"6 already suggests potential practical uses. Fabrication of 

nonlinear optical devices requires an accurate knowledge of the polydiacetylenes' linear and 

nonlinear optical coefficients and a thorough understanding of their electronic structure. 

Electro-absorption provides a specific method for probing the PDAs' electronic structure and 

since the nonlinear optical regime is determined by the strength of the electric field present 

in the light field, electro-absorption can also provide a direct determination of the PDAs' 

nonlinear optical coefficients. 
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SECTION I: POLYDIACETYLENES 

Polydiacetylenes have a conjugated carbon chain structure which approximates a one 

dimensional crystal. Each repeat unit in the carbon chain is composed of four carbon atoms 

with a side group attached on each end carbon atom (Fig. 1), forming a centrosymmetric 

structure. The carbon chain bonds are alternating single, 

double, single, triple bonds with each carbon having a total 

of four bonds. The main carbon-carbon bonds which form 

the backbone structure are a bonds which form when the 

hybrid s-p orbital lobes along the chain direction overlap 

between carbons. When there is a carbon bonding 

arrangement with more than one carbon-carbon bond, * 

bonds are present in addition to the a bonds. The weaker ir 

bonds are formed from the remaining electrons in s-p 

orbitals which are perpendicular to the chain. It is these weakly bound * electrons which are 

available for optical excitation. With a repeat unit length of only 4.91 A 14 and an average 

molecule length of 1000-2000 repeat units6, these molecules approximate a quantum wire that 

is around a half micron long. There is a one dimensional confinement of carriers on the 

molecular backbone because only a a bond connects the backbone to the sidegroups and there 

is virtually no interaction between neighboring chains since they are too far apart. 

Photoconduction along this wire is possible because of the a- orbital overlap in combination 

Figure 1: The basic building 
block of the polydiacetylene 
chain, showing the four carbon 
repeat unit and it's bonding 
arrangement. 
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with its conjugated property which allows the * bond to move down the chain with the 

electron. 

Polydiacetylenes have a centrosymmetric structure and usually only one type of 

sidegroup attached to any chain. Various sidegroups have been used with the main 

consideration being the ease of fabrication. Different sidegroups allow different levels of 

crystallization in thin film or bulk format depending on the intended use. Generally a single 

crystal is desired with the chains linear, as long as possible, and parallel. The sample used in 

our experiments employs the sidegroup (Fig. 2) DCH (CH3NCuHa) which readily forms long 

parallel chains and can be synthesized into a thin film made of small single crystals using 

vacuum deposition techniques7. The sidegroups help 

separate the chains from each other preventing interaction 

except by van der Waals interaction* while affecting the 

electronic properties of the individual molecule very little. 

This is because the sidegroup has no jt bond connecting it to 

the backbone and thus exhibits no electron transport 

properties with the chain. 

Polydiacetylenes are unusual as polymers because 

they are polymerized in the solid state rather than in 

solution. It is this feature which allows good bulk crystals to be formed. The monomer 

crystal is formed first with diacetylene using some sidegroup. The monomer crystal purity 

thus determines the final purity quality of the polymer crystal. Experimentation has shown 

that only a few sidegroups used in forming the diacetylene molecule allow the molecule to be 

sufficiently reactive so that polymerization may occur s. These sidegroups also affect the 

number of defects in the polymer crystal and determine the method used for polymerizing. 

The three main methods for polymerizing include gamma, photo, and thermal radiation. With 

CH, N 

Figure 2: The DCH side group 
which attaches to the PDA 
chain (Fig. 1) at the location 
marked R. 
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gamma radiation the sample is irradiated from a gamma source which initiates the chain 

formation. Photopolymerization exposes the monomer crystal to either UV or X-ray energy 

light which excites the monomers. A monomer in the excited state can then join a monomer 

in the ground state to form a biradical dimer(Fig. 3) which can then break up or begin chain 

formation. Chain formation is subsequently caused by direct optical excitation of adjacent 

monomers which then have sufficient energy to join the chain. Thermal polymerization may 

require initiation by another method with the sample being subsequently heated to provide 

the energy necessary to 

continue chain formation. 

U s i n g  o n l y  t h e r m a l  

polymerization, 1 eV is 

required to go from the 

monomer to the dimer. 

Monomers, in attaching to 

the chain, release 1.6 eV 

which is then available to assist chain growth10. 

One of the most important features desired in these polymer crystals is long chains. 

With longer chains, edge affects on the electronic structure are reduced, delocalization of 

electrons excited to photoconduction is more, and the conduction of the entire sample is 

greater. Ideally the individual chain propagation process continues until all of the monomers 

have been converted. In reality these chains do terminate prematurely which means that some 

hopping of the electrons between chains would be necessary for photoconduction. Several 

mechanisms play a role in causing termination of a polydiacetylene polymer chain, most of 

these involving the removal of the excited electrons at the chain ends making the chain 

unreactive11. Eckhardt10 claims that chain length is also limited by the "strain caused by the 

Figure 3: The biradical dimer which forms when a monomer 
is excited with sufficient energy to combine with another 
monomer. 
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mismatch between monomer and polymer repeat distance in the reaction direction and the 

collision of propagating chains at high conversions". There is also a loss of energy to the chain 

experienced by the excited monomers when higher polymer concentrations are present which 

affectively slows the polymer growth reaction10. 

In the next section, the linear absorption spectrum for DCH-PDA is presented and 

some relevant features and missing features which have an important impact on the 

electro-absorption spectrum are pointed out. A potential energy level structure is then given 

in section 3 with the theory of electro-absorption. 
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SECTION II: LINEAR SPECTRUM AND ENERGY LEVEL STRUCTURE 

For a single molecule there are discrete energy levels to which electrons may be 

excited by one- or two-photon processes depending on the level parity with the ground state. 

In inorganic solid state physics these molecules occupy lattice sites in a crystal where now the 

energy levels of the individual molecule become bands because the degeneracy of the 

molecular states has been lifted due to the overlap of the molecular wave functions. These 

bands therefore describe a collection of states which are so close as to be indistinguishable 

from each other and which are of the same character. This means the states within a band are 

of the same parity and behave the same except for a difference in energy. 

In Polydiacetylene, an organic semiconductor, we have linear repeat unit molecules 

joined end to end to form a linear chain polymer. The three dimensional crystal comparison 

comes when we put a collection of PDA chains together with their backbones aligned and 

rigidly held. This forms naturally from the diacetylene crystal as described earlier and 

constitutes the PDA crystal. So where do the energy bands come from in PDA, from the 

diacetylene molecules polymerized, or from adjacent PDA chains held together in a crystal 

structure? It turns out that the PDA polymers are too far apart to have much wavefunction 

overlap, so they don't affect each other much1'. An understanding of the energy levels and 

bands actually goes a step further than just looking at the polymerization of diacetylene, we 

must look at the building of the carbon chain one carbon at a time. 

In figure 4 the linear absorption spectrum of PDA-DCH is shown. The most 

noticeable feature here is the large absorption peak at 1.85 eV. Because photoconduction has 
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Figure 4: The linear absorption spectrum of DCH-PDA. 

not been observed to occur until around 2.4 eV u, this peak has been designated an exciton. 

The large oscillator strength of the exciton energy level gives a peak absorption value around 

2 x 10s cm"1. With absorption of this magnitude it is out of the question to attempt 

transmission experiments on bulk PDA samples, so previous experiments14~17, with only thick 

samples available, have concentrated on doing optical measurements using reflection 

techniques. Figure 4 also shows no indication of an absorption band in the frequency range 

displayed. Because of the strong oscillator strength of the exciton, the conduction band has 

a weak oscillator strength and is enveloped by the high energy tail of the exciton peak. Closer 
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inspection of this tail reveals a series of about S smaller peaks beginning with the obvious one 

at 2.0S eV and progressing to higher energies, completely masking the conduction band. 

These peaks are vibronic absorption peaks caused by phonon absorption coupled with 

excitation of the exciton. The energy placement of these peaks correspond approximately to 

the vibrational energy modes in the PDA molecule1*. 

Past optical experiments tried to reveal further information about the states in PDA 

by applying an electric field to the sample and looking for changes in the reflection spectrum. 

This method, called electro-reflection, is very affective in probing delocalized states which 

are subject to a large potential variation across them due to the electric field. This is true of 

the exciton in PDA which shows a Stark shift with the applied field. The electric field also 

mixes allowed transition states with forbidden transition states. This has the effect of stealing 

some of the allowed state character and mixing it with the forbidden state to make the allowed 

state decrease in oscillator strength and the forbidden state increase. Therefore, in the 

absorption spectrum with an electric field present, some peaks will appear where there are 

forbidden transitions and some existing allowed transition peaks will decrease in magnitude 

and Stark shift. Since these changes are very small, they can only be seen by subtracting the 

linear absorption spectrum from the absorption spectrum with the field applied giving, Aa. 

The data obtained by doing this will be discussed in section 4 on our experimental results. 

First, a discussion is given in section 3 on the theory of electro-absorption for conjugated 

linear molecules and how it applies to the present experiment. 
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SECTION ni: ELECTRO-ABSORPTION THEORY APPLIED TO CONJUGATED CHAIN 

POLYMERS 

The concept of allowed versus forbidden transitions in linear conjugated chain 

polymers originates in symmetry arguments. Two symmetries which determine the existence 

of the dipole moment between energy states are used to classify these states. Because the 

dipole moment exists between states opposite in both symmetries, these transitions are one-

photon available. The first is spatial symmetry involving the center of inversion of the 

polymer chain. All eigenstates are symmetric or antisymmetric with this inversion center, the 

former being labeled Ag (gerade) and the latter Bu (ungerade). Because of the large number 

of carbon sites in a long polymer there are many such states, each possessing its own principal 

quantum number beginning with the ground state, 1 Ag, and the first optically allowed state, 

1BU. The second symmetry is electron-hole symmetry in the half-filled band. The dipole 

operator allows one-photon transitions only between Af and Bu states which must also have 

opposite electron-hole symmetry. This second diametric symmetry requirement will be 

assumed in the following discussions of transitions between the Af and Bu states. 

Figure 5 is a diagram showing what is believed to be the relative placement of the A( 

and Bu energy states in PDA. The exciton which shows up so strongly in the linear spectrum 

of section 2 is depicted here as the 1BU state. Experiments have shown that the lowest excited 

symmetric state, the 2Ar occurs at an energy below this exciton both in finite polyenes10 and 

in a PDA oligomer10. In much longer systems it is conceivable that more A( states may occur 

below the exciton. The mA( state, shown in Fig. S above the exciton energy, is the result of 
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Figure 5: Energy level diagram for DCH-PDA showing relative placement of the pertinent 
energy levels. 

theoretical prediction. In their work on third-order optical nonlinearity, Dixit, Guo, and 

Mazumdar11 have shown that the optical nonlinearity in one dimension is determined almost 

entirely by a single A( state above the 1BU. This particular Af state, mA(t has an unusually 

large dipole moment with the 1BU exciton. It was also found that although chain length and 

Coulomb interaction parameters strongly determine the quantum number of this state, in all 

cases it is energetically bounded by the first two optical states, 1BU and 2BU.S1 In section 5, 

arguments will be given which show the conduction band to begin with an nBu state where 

n is determined by the polymer chain length. This would place the mA( away from the 

conduction band since the 2BU is its upper bound. 
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Our experiments in electro-absorption are an attempt at advancing our understanding 

of these two-photon states by characterizing their location and measuring their affect on the 

third order optical nonlinearity. When the experiment was begun, it was hoped that we could 

see the increase in oscillator strength of the 2Ag and the mAr As will be shown below, there 

are certain requirements which an Ag state must meet to be seen in electro-absorption. The 

rest of this section presents a summary of the theoretical description of electro-absorption as 

formulated by Mazumdar, Guo, and Dixit and introduced in our paper." 

To model the one dimensional lattice energy states and their availability in optical 

transitions with an electric field present, the calculations must be done within a proper 

discrete tight-binding theoretical model. The Peierls-extended Hubbard Hamiltonian was 

thus chosen for the electro-absorption calculation: 

H. - u *„ • V 5>rl)(»w-l) + I £ n • (-1/ #] (fit, CM>. • Cm.. Cj (1) 
< * 

where the electron creation operator, cu>
+, creates a ir-electron of spin a at site i, nto - c^c^ 

is the corresponding number operator, and n{ - S^n^. U is the onsite and V is the nearest 

neighbor Coulomb repulsion between electrons which determines the energy needed to form 

an exciton or conduct. The matrix element t is the nearest neighbor hopping integral which 

is modulated by S, a bond alternation parameter. For simplicity, only two alternating hopping 

integrals are used, t(l ± 5), as is appropriate for polyenes, rather than the three appropriate 

for polydiacetylenes. This approximation will have no affect because, as will be seen later, 

the value chosen for S in the calculations becomes irrelevant with the Coulomb parameters 

chosen. Instead of the usual long range Coulomb interactions found in Pariser-Parr-Pople 

models of polyenes, intersite interactions beyond the nearest neighbor are ignored due to the 

following reason. With nonzero Coulomb interactions, the large number of terms in the 

Hamiltonian limits the calculations to very short chains. Short chains have fewer energy levels 
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than the real system and so these levels are discrete. To qualitatively simulate infinite chain 

behavior (i.e., in the present case to simulate excitonic as well as continuum states) in a 

controlled manner for short chains, the calculations require artificially large S and Coulomb 

interaction parameters U and VM. For large Coulomb interactions, however, the inclusion 

of long range affects allows each individual intersite term to add to the discreteness of the 

finite chain spectrum. Since the bulk of this discreteness is expected to vanish at the infinite 

chain limit, we can avoid discreteness in short chain calculations by taking only nearest 

neighbor interactions. The extended Hubbard Hamiltonian of Eq. 1, in the large U,V, S limit, 

provides the best approximation to a long chain system by giving a well defined exciton as 

well as a close clustering of higher energy states. 

The d.c. electric field, F, introduces an additional term to the Hamiltonian, 

Hr - |t • V (2) 

where the dipole moment operator p is defined as, 

H - "E (", " 1) (3) 

with the electronic charge, e taken to be 1, and rt being the position vector of the ith atom 

measured in lattice constants from the center of the chain. The total Hamiltonian is then, 

HT- H0 + Hr . (4) 

Because n is nonzero only between symmetric and antisymmetric states, it is clear that HP 

mixes A( and Bu states. The work by Mazumdar, Guo, and Dixit calculates exact transitions 

within H0 and HT for finite chains. For descriptive purposes we can look at perturbation 

expansions of the wavefunctions and their energies. The discrete nondegenerate eigenstates 

of finite chains can be written as, 

within second order perturbation theory, while the energy shifts are given by. 
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(5) 

(6) 

The superscript, zero, refers to the eigenstates of Hq, the F - 0 case. Equation 6 shows that 

the allowed Bu states are shifted in energy proportional to the square of the applied field. The 

mixing of A( and Bu states is portrayed in Eq. S, where previously forbidden Ag states now 

become weakly dipole-allowed and transitions to the Bu states are weakened. Not all of these 

oscillator strength changes will be seen in the actual experiment. Only those Ag and Bu states 

that are energetically very close together and with which there exists large dipole moments 

will be perturbed enough to see their changes at moderate fields. This is one inherent 

limitation to electro-absorption, although it provides a selective method for observing certain 

states, like the band edge states we observe. 

To summarize the calculations involving the Peierls-extended Hubbard Hamiltonian: 

because of the large number of terms inherent to this Hamiltonian for nonzero Coulomb 

interactions, the calculations had to be done for short chains. Therefore, artificially large 

Coulomb interactions, bond alternation parameters, and fields had to be used to approximate 

infinite chain behavior. The equations show that with the presence of the electric field a 

mixing of symmetric and antisymmetric states occurs. This causes the antisymmetric states, 

which are allowed one-photon transitions from the ground state, to be shifted in energy and 

decrease in oscillator strength. The symmetric states, which are one-photon forbidden 

transitions (but two-photon allowed) from the ground state, now become weakly allowed. The 

magnitude with which each state is affected is determined by its proximity to a state of 

opposite symmetry with which there exists a strong dipole moment. 
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The next section deals extensively with the electro-absorption experiment, discussing 

the difficulties and limitations involved in the measurement, and presents our final 

experimental results. Section 5 then presents the results of the calculations outlined here and 

compares the results to the experimental data. 



SECTION IV: EXPERIMENT 

A 400 A thick, thin film of DCH-PDA was prepared by the method of vacuum 

deposition discussed in Ref. 7. The monomer form of the sample was deposited on a 

KAP(phtalate acid of potassium) substrate giving small single crystals within the thin film. 

The polymer was then formed using thermal energy by baking the monomer at ISO'C for 24 

hours. The polymer chains were aligned in one direction throughout the film. This was 

confirmed by rotating the sample in a polarized beam of light and observing the transmission 

as a function of angle, where we found the sample absorbed strongly along one axis. To apply 

an electric field along the chain direction, coplanar aluminum electrodes with a 50 /im gap 

perpendicular to the chain were deposited under vacuum using electron beam evaporation. 

A SO pm diameter wire mask was employed to establish this gap and the gap was subsequently 

measured under microscope observation by comparing it with a pinhole of known size. As 

mentioned previously, it is estimated that the average length of the polymer chains in our 

sample is less than a micron so that with a gap spacing of SO /im and conduction restricted 

between chains, we should see no conduction between the electrodes. When we attempted to 

measure the current in our sample with a 120 kV/cm field applied we found it to be smaller 

than we could measure putting it less than .1 nA. 

With a SO /tm gap and desired fields above 100 kV/cm, a quick calculation shows that 

voltages in excess of 500 V must be applied to the sample. To switch these voltages, we 

constructed a high voltage transistor switching circuit. We used a low current, high voltage, 

DC power supply with a Stanford Research Systems pulse generator providing the square wave 



to switch the transistor. This allowed us to apply a 200 Hz rectangular unipolar electric field. 

The sample was illuminated with a 12 V halogen lamp powered by a four battery, lamp 

stabilization circuit. This circuit involved a silicon detector feedback loop with an op-amp 

controlling a transistor for the light voltage. Three of the batteries, small 12 V lead-acid cells, 

provided reference voltages insuring a low noise circuit due to their isolation. The fourth 

battery, a deep cycle automotive battery, supplied power to the lamp. Due to the broad nature 

of the absorption spectrum features, we chose to use the .5 mm x 4 mm lamp filament as our 

entrance slit to the spectrometer and place the sample after the spectrometer. Two distinct 

advantages resulted from this setup. First, we were able to collect much more of the lamp's 

light than we could have with the imaging equipment available. The second benefit came 

from using the spectrometer as a monochromatic filter. This meant that only a narrow band 

of the lamp's light was actually interacting with the sample minimizing thermal and electronic 

affects due to ultra violet and infrared light absorption. 

After the spectrometer the bulb filament was imaged onto the gap in the electrodes 

on the sample and the transmitted light was gathered by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) at ISO 

V. The signal from the PMT was input into an EG&G 5208 lock-in amplifier which digitized 

the discriminated signal and sent it to a microcomputer. The computer was programmed to 

take data from the lock-in after a time interval specified by the lock-in time constant. The 

computer then sent a signal to a controlling circuit for a stepper motor which then changed 

the spectrometer wavelength by 1 nm at which time the lock-in began to process the new 

signal. We were able to scan from 450 to 850 nm being limited by the PMT cut off at low 

energy and the light source output at high energy. Eleven scans were made and averaged for 

each voltage applied to the sample with fields of 60,80,100 and 120 kV/cm present. Below 

60 kV/cm the signal was too weak to detect due to the noise, and above 120 kV/cm some 

problems with arcing on the sample began to occur. 
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Electrical contact with the sample proved to be particularly precarious due to the 

fragile nature of the 400 A PDA film and the 500 A aluminum film. Thin copper wires 

intended for use in low temperature devices were attached to the aluminum electrodes with 

a spot of colloidal silver adhesive. Unfortunately this adhesive would shrink a small amount 

upon drying, pulling the aluminum film with it in some places. If the sample was moved or 

bumped too much, contact would be severed. Some of this was able to be minimized by using 

a dilute form of the adhesive and changing to a different adhesive manufacturer along with 

minimized sample disturbance. This problem with contact may have been able to be 

eliminated had we attached the wires before the electrodes were deposited, but we didn't 

know there was a problem until too late. The arcing problem around 160 kV/cm field 

strength also severed the sample contact but no change in the sample itself was observed. To 

monitor the electrical contact four wires were attached in different locations, two on each 

electrode. One wire provided the high voltage signal to the sample and the second wire, 

separated from the first by a space of aluminum electrode, provided a test signal to be 

monitored by an oscilloscope. If contact with the aluminum electrode was broken by either 

of the two wires on the supply side of the sample, the test signal was not present. The wires 

could then be switched to test the other side of the sample. In the course of doing the 

experiment, changing the wires to check field polarity affects, and several rearrangements of 

the entire optics setup to arrive at the one reported here, the sample lost half of the aluminum 

electrodes and only two wires could be attached. Comparison of the data with our previous 

results proved to be an accurate way of determining good electrical contact. 

During our early attempts at taking data we had a somewhat different experimental 

setup which gave some rather unusual results. We had originally imaged the light source 

directly onto the sample and taken the transmitted light through the spectrometer onto the 

PMT. This meant that the sample saw all wavelengths of light from the lamp at once. In 
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removing the sample from the setup for a damage check under a microscope we inadvertently 

switched the voltage supply wires when the sample was reinstalled. This had the affect of 

reversing the polarity of the electric field. Because of the centrosymmetric nature of the PDA 

chains it was assumed that changing the polarity of the applied field would have no affect. 

We found, however, that the direction of the Stark shift which we observed depended on the 

field polarity. For one polarity(+) we saw a red shift as expected, and for the opposite 

polarity(-) we saw a blue shift. We verified this behavior by switching the wires a number 

of times and observing a consistent field polarity dependence in the direction of the exciton 

shift. We were unable to verify that the exciton shift followed a field squared dependence 

for both polarities due to the noise but we were able to ascertain that it was close. A second 

and unique feature of this setup was an increase in absorption for energies lower than the 

exciton. This occurred regardless of the sign of the field although the shift of the exciton 

would mask it for - polarity fields less than 80 kV/cm. We then shifted our focus to higher 

energy by placing an IR color filter in front of the lamp and looking at the 2.1 to 2.7 eV 

region. In this configuration we first noticed the high energy signal around 2.3 eV although 

it had a signal to noise ratio of around 4 and that only for our highest + voltages. Unlike the 

exciton shift which changed sign with opposite polarity, this high energy signal maintained 

the same sign regardless of the field. We did, however, notice that its magnitude was reduced 

for - fields. Here it must be noted that for the high energy signal not all of the light was 

incident on the sample as it was for the observed exciton signal. 

In an attempt to reduce the amount of incident energy on the sample we placed the 

sample after the spectrometer. This eliminated the blue shift of the exciton with - polarity 

and the sample showed only a red shift although we noticed the signal was slightly less than 

for + polarity. The high energy signal was also present for both polarities but similarly 
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reduced for - fields. The low energy absorption increase of the previous setup was not 

present here. 

Several ideas have been put forth to explain this dualism in the exciton shift for the 

first setup. The red versus blue shift of the exciton might indicate some sort of diode affect 

perhaps a result of unequal wire contacts on the two electrodes. This, however, doesn't seem 

probable since an attempt was made at improving the wire contact with no change in the 

dualistic behavior. In addition, since both electrodes were deposited simultaneously there 

seems no reason to believe that they were unequal in contact with the sample. It is also 

possible that the PDA chains were not centrosymmetric as previously thought. This would 

produce nonzero diagonal elements to the electro-optical coefficient which would give the 

sample a diode like behavior for light polarized along the DC field direction. However, with 

the current monochromated light setup we don't see this opposite shift behavior with opposite 

field polarity. Since the only difference between the two setups is the bandwidth of the 

incident probe light, there must be some dependence on the interaction of the sample with 

light energies other than the one being observed. It was thought that perhaps light above the 

bandgap of DCH-PDA was creating carriers which were interfering with our noninteractive 

probe technique. To restrict the high energy light incident on the sample in the first setup, 

a blue blocking color filter, RG66S, was placed between the light bulb and the sample. This 

meant that we could not observe the high energy feature, but since it exhibited no field 

polarity dependence we expected nothing new there anyway. We found that no change from 

the previous data in the low energy absorption signal had occurred and that the exciton still 

blue shifted with a - field. For both polarities the signals were slightly reduced but this is 

attributed to our poor signal to noise ratio. Although our study of this phenomenon was by 

no means exhaustive we still can draw some conclusions. Since the blue blocking filter had 

very little affect it is concluded that either the total light spectrum (very little of the total 



energy was absorbed by the filter) or some low energy absorption caused the polarity 

dependence of the exciton shift. Because the blue shift not only disappeared but also reversed 

itself when the sample experienced monochromated light it is thought that some sample 

heating played a role either by absorption of the entire spectrum or some phonon absorption 

band. 

Figure 6 shows Act taken with the final setup (sample after the spectrometer) for fields 

of 60, 80, 100, and 120 kV/cm. Comparison with Fig. 4 of the linear absorption spectrum, 

a0, indicates that the oscillatory features between 1.8 and 2.1 eV correspond to a red shift of 

the exciton and its vibronics. This can be confirmed by simulating a shift of the exciton in 

a0, subtracting it from the unshifted spectrum and comparing this with the experimental Aa. 

This figure is given in section 5 along with a more detailed comparison of the two curves. An 

estimate of the magnitude of the shift for an applied field of 120kV/cm gives a value of 0.07 

meV. Figure 7 shows the magnitude of the change in absorption at 1.85 eV versus the applied 

field squared for the four fields above. From the linearity of the data it is evident that the 

exciton shift is due to a simple Stark affect. This agrees with earlier reported measurements 

of electro-reflection14'17. As mentioned in the previous section, the 1BU exciton is predicted 

to have a strong dipole coupling with the mAf state. Referring to Eq. 6, if the coupling of 

the 1BU with the 1 Af ground state or Ag states between is the only influence, then the exciton 

will shift to higher energies. The fact that we observe a red shift of the 1BU is evidence of 

a strong coupling with a higher energy Af state. 

At higher energies another feature appears. Although this looks like a shift of an 

absorption peak centered at 2.35 eV, there is no corresponding peak in aQ. Earlier studies on 

several different PDAs,14"17 including DCH, also showed a similar absorption change in this 

region. As mentioned in section 2, conduction had been observed to occur around 2.4 eV. 

This along with this signal's departure from a quadratic field dependence at high fields led 
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Sebastian and Weiser to conclude that this signal was a result of transitions to band states.1' 

Tokura et al. more recently looked at this same signal, calling it a transition to an Ag state 

which had become allowed due to the electric field.16 Fig. 6 shows, however, that the signal 

has a negative component to it indicating a region where the absorption has decreased. This 

is certainly not solely accounted for by a transition to an Ag state which would exhibit only 

a positive peak. We have concluded that this feature cannot be due to a traditional 

semiconductor band edge of allowed states, and it cannot be due exclusively to a field-

induced Ag absorption. 

The next section will present our interpretation of this feature based on the theoretical 

calculations outlined in section 3. Our conclusion concerning the 2A( and mA( states based 

on the experimental data is also presented. 
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SECTION V: DISCUSSION 

Mazumdar et al. have performed the calculations summarized in section 3. Their 

results, as presented in our paper, are summarized in this section along with our conclusions 

drawn from the comparison of these calculations with the experimental data. Some 

explanation of the tailoring of these calculations to our particular experiment and the inherent 

limitations associated with the comparison are first presented. 

The numerical calculations for the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) are 

limited to a chain length of N • 8 carbons, which requires the use of an artificially large 

electric field. There are 485 states in the A( and 460 in the Bu subspace for N » 8, so that in 

the presence of the electric field the dimension of the Hamiltonian is 945. If the calculation 

were to be done for N - 10, the corresponding size of the Hamiltonian would be an order of 

magnitude larger, while providing little added information due to the great chain length 

difference still from existing polymers. We would like to model our real system where the 

chains are much longer and show a clearly defined discrete exciton as well as a conduction 

continuum. As discussed in section 3, the calculations had to be done for very large onsite(U) 

and nearest neighbor(V) coulomb repulsions. Artificially large U and V give both a well 

defined exciton as well as closely spaced levels beyond a higher energy threshold, whereas 

realistic parameters for such small systems give quite unrealistic, discrete results. Looking at 

rudimentary examples involving just the conduction band, both the Hfickel model (U » V » 0) 

and the simple Hubbard model (U * 0, V - 0) are expected to yield only one signal in electro-

absorption due to the conduction band. However, for N - 6 or 8 with small U, the separate 
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signals of many states appear. This is due to the discreteness that can be nearly eliminated 

in the large U and V limit. Mazumdar et al. have confirmed that for large coulomb 

interactions, the magnitude of £ becomes unimportant, allowing it to take on its more normal 

value of 6 m o.l. 

Fig. 8(a) shows the calculated linear absorption spectrum for U - 10 and V » 3. The 

main absorption peak is the 1BU exciton which has been given the normalized energy of 

ftw/Ex - 1. The smaller absorption peaks at higher energy are other Bu states whereas the Af 

states are not seen due to their dipole forbidden nature. Figure 8(b) shows the calculated 

absorption changes, Aa, for a field value corresponding to F m 500 kV/cm. A red shift of 

the exciton gives a differential shaped feature at fiw/Ex - 1, very similar to the shift seen in 

the experimental Aa of Fig. 6. At higher energies (ftw/Ex £ 1.26) an oscillatory feature is 

present in the theoretical plot of Aa which corresponds to a like signal shape in Fig. 6 at 2.3S 

eV. In the previous section this feature was found to be coincident with the beginning of 

conduction and will be shown below to also coincide with a theoretically produced continuum 

of states. 

Because both Bu and A, states can contribute to Aa, an analysis was made of their 

separate signals to determine the origin of the oscillatory feature at high energy. The analysis 

separately determined the contributions by first exactly finding the eigenstates of the total 

Hamiltonian, HT, and then calculating Aa in two ways. First, only the Bu states are used, 

giving Fig. 9(a), and second only the A( states are used, giving Fig. 9(b). As can be seen from 

Fig. 9(a), the Bu states give differential looking features both from the shift of the exciton and 

the states around ftw/Ex - 1.28, as in the experiment. What is not reproduced, is the positive 

peak at 2.5 eV in Fig. 6, and an extra negative offset is present above ftw/Ex - 1.28 that is not 

present in the experiment. Looking now at Fig. 9(b) where only the A( states are included 

in the calculation, it is obvious that the positive peaks, where the forbidden states are now 
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Figure 8(b): Calculated Aa for N-8, U-10 and V-3, including 
both Af and Bu states. 



slightly allowed, present a picture that is greatly different from Fig. 6. Nowhere does the 

curve in Fig. 9(b) have negative points. From this exclusionary analysis it is evident that 

neither A( nor Bu states alone can reproduce the data of Fig. 6 but both are needed. The Bu 

states are needed to give the dispersion-like features while providing a negative offset in the 

high energy region. The Ag states counter this offset with a positive signal that gives a net 

zero value at high energy while also providing a positive peak at hw/Ex » 1.32. 

Although equations (5) and (6) predict large energy shifts and oscillator strength 

changes for band states when a field is applied, the calculated Aa for all states shows almost 

no changes in the band region for hu > 1.38 Ex. This is entirely due to the contributions from 

the allowed and forbidden states canceling, despite the fact that separately they are very large 

in this region due to their large dipole moments and close proximity in energy. It is their 

small energy separation within the band that enables them to almost exactly cancel since their 

contributions to Aa overlap so thoroughly. With this overlap only the edge states would fail 

to cancel and it is these that we see in Fig. 6 at 2.4 eV and in Fig. 8(b) at -1.28 Ex. 

The calculations were done for many parameter values as well as for both N • 6 and 

8, all giving the same conclusion. When both the Ag and Bu states are included there is no 

signal within the band while at the edge there appears an oscillatory feature. With large 

Coulomb interaction parameters this edge phenomena is identified as nB„, where n is a chain 

length-dependent number which converges to a finite value at large U and V. In the case 

shown here this state is identified as the 9BU by examination of the dipole moments between 

adjacent A( and Bu states. The 9BU marks the boundary between the small zero field dipole 

moments below it and orders of magnitude larger dipole moments above it within the band. 

It is also found that the nBu state has a large dipole matrix element with the mAf state which 

occurs at a much lower energy compared to the band states. This same mAf state is therefore 

strongly coupled to both 1BU and nBu. Even still, the dipole matrix elements between 
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neighboring A( and Btt states in the region above nBu are larger than even (mA( | /i | 1BU) 

and (m Af | ji | nBu>. 

The quantum number n is such that it corresponds to the lowest Bu state in which the 

electron and the hole are not bound, thus confirming the claim that nBu is the state at the 

threshold of the band. It is found that n increases with U and V, but then reaches a final 

saturation value which is dependent only on chain length N. Within Eq. 1, the ground state 

is antiferromagnetic with all sites singly occupied for large U and V. The excitonic states are 

therefore singly ionic with one site stripped of its electron, and its nearest neighbor occupied 

by two electrons. The threshold of the conduction band at large U and V therefore 

corresponds to a state in which the double occupancy and the empty site are separated by 

more than one site. Since for a given N the number of states with one pair of nearest 

neighbor nonsingly occupied states is known precisely, it follows that the saturation value of 

n can be predicted. Mazumdar et al. have confirmed this from calculations with both N - 6 

and N-8, where in both cases n was identified from Act calculations, and the saturation value 

was found to match predictions based on state counting. This situation is exactly analogous 

to the prediction11 of the saturation value of m in mA(. Finally, energies of excitonic states 

should increase as U - V, while energies of "band" states should be linear in U but 

independent of V. Mazumdar et al. have verified that nBu is the lowest state whose energy 

is linear in U. 

While we have been able to identify the features at high energy as being the edge of 

a band of forbidden and allowed states, the initial emphasis for investigating electro-

absorption in polydiacetylene still has not been resolved. We still do not know much about 

the locations and importance of forbidden excitonic states, primarily the A, states which have 

been predicted to play an important role in third order processes. Of these the two most 

important are the 2A(, which occurs below the 1BU,M and the mAg, which has an unusually 



large dipole moment with the lBu.ai>M>M Since in principle all Ag states become weakly 

allowed in the presence of the static field, it is intriguing that these two particular states are 

not readily seen in the experimental spectra. 

A comparison of the experimental Aa with the simulated exciton shift mentioned in 

the previous section is given in figure 10. Here the linear absorption spectrum has been 

shifted by one nanometer and the original absorption spectrum has been subtracted from it. 

In order to represent the experimental Aa where the exciton and it's vibronics shift by a 

certain energy amount, the simulated Aa had to be scaled down from one nanometer and 

multiplied by another scaling factor to make the shift the same energy across the entire 

spectrum. This second scaling factor is derived from the conversion equation, A(nm) -

1239.9/E(eV), by taking its derivative and setting AAj - AA,, giving AEt - (E1/E]),AEt. 

Each simulated Aa value at energy En is then multiplied by (Ej/E,,)1 where Ex is the energy 

of the end of the spectrum. The first scaling factor then is used to scale down the overall 

shift to match the data and give a shift of .07 meV for 120 kV/cm applied field. 

Two features become readily apparent as being different between the two spectra in 

fig. 10. The first is the previously discussed series of oscillations which are attributed to the 

conduction band. The second feature is barely seen as an increase in absorption between 1.9 

eV and 2.1 eV. This can be seen more clearly in figure 11 where the simulated shift curve 

is subtracted from the electro-absorption data after having been adjusted so that the curves 

cross the zero axis at the same location in the exciton shift signal. Here there is evidence of 

an absorption peak at 1.95 eV which is not associated with either the conduction band signal 

or the exciton and vibronic shift signals. While it is not entirely conclusive, it is possible that 

this peak originates from the weakly allowed mAf state which was predicted to lie in this 

region. It is also possible that this increase in absorption may be due to a broadening of the 
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exciton, although no other evidence of this seems present. Without further investigation it 

is not possible to definitely assign this feature to the mAr 

An explanation of the 2Af's missing electro-absorption signal is relatively simple. One 

of the premises of Iq. (5) for observing a change in the absorption due to an applied electric 

field is that a large dipole moment must exist between the state to be observed and a close 

proximity state of opposite parity. Earlier work by Dixit, Guo, and Mazumdar11 has claimed 

that the 2Ag state has a relatively weak dipole moment with the 1BU, the energetically closest 

Bu state to the 2Af. At the same time, the energy difference between these two states is 

greater than what occurs in the band. It is conceivable that with this energy difference and 

small dipole moment, the experimental electric fields are not large enough to see the 2A(. 

Although the 1.9S eV feature in fig. 11 may be due to the mA( state, the possibility 

that it is not must be addressed. It is more difficult to explain the absence of the mAg 

electro-absorption signal than the 2Af due to the mA,'s more prominent nature. Two 

possibilities exist with a third less plausible idea offered by other researchers. First, the mAf 

has been shown to have a large dipole moment with the 1BU state, a property which makes the 

mA( state important in third harmonic generation (THG).J1 However, while THG requires 

a large dipole moment with the specific 1BU state,11 electro-absorption requires only a large 

dipole moment with any Bu state that is proximate in energy(see Eq. 5). Af states within the 

band are found to have very large dipole moments with neighboring Bu states, and because 

of their density in the band it is possible that band A( states acquire greater Bu character than 

the mA( state in the presence of the electric field. This would then explain why the mAf state 

is not visible while other A( states within the band are for the fields available in the 

experiment. 
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A second reason for the absence of the mAf signal could be simply because this state 

is close enough in energy to the 1BU or the lower threshold of the continuum that its electro-

absorption signal could be masked by their much larger signals. Such a location for the mAg 

state would be in agreement with Ref. 21 on THG which predicts its location to lie between 

the 1BU state and the band. 

A third possibility is that the mA( state occurs at a very high energy, beyond the 

regions probed by us or previous investigators.14"17 This has been predicted by Soos et al.," 

who place the mA, in the range 1.5 - 1.6 Ex. This placement is unlikely given the energy 

bounds on the mAg assigned by Dixit et. al. In long chains they determined the mA( state to 

be between the 1BU and the 2BU states, where the energy of the 2BU state must be above the 

1BU state but at or below the band edge. It follows then that the mA( state must be below the 

electro-absorption feature at 2.35 eV - 1.3 Ex which is identified as an affect caused by states 

at the edge of the band. 

Because the mA( state cannot be identified in our electro-absorption data, a 

conclusion as to its location is currently unattainable. Trans-polyacetylene18 is also predicted 

to have the same locations for the 2A( and mAg states as for PDA. Here again, no special 

feature due to either of these two states is seen, suggesting that the relevant dipole moments 

are simply not large enough to observe isolated Af states. 
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CONCLUSION 

Organic semiconductors have proven to be an entirely different class of optical 

compounds from inorganics. The polymer shapes and large sidegroups can restrict interaction 

between chains and inhibit crystal formation. This puts restraints on the dimensions within 

which carriers can move, often restricting them to a two or even one dimensional system. The 

ir-bonding nature within large organic polymers takes the place of the forces between 

inorganic molecules in a crystal lattice. While the a-bonding is what holds the organic 

polymer together, the weak ir-bonding allows carrier mobility causing each individual organic 

polymer to act as a semiconductor microcrystal with exciton and band states. Very seldom 

can organic compounds be fabricated into crystals and when they can it is often with 

limitations on the crystal size. Because of the large absorption coefficients often found in 

many organic compounds it is further desirable to form thin films, preferably single crystal 

to enhance the optical properties. This feat is difficult to accomplish and is generally only 

possible in Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers which are too thin to absorb enough to be practical 

in many instances. Prior to the experiment reported here, electro-absorption measurements 

on polydiacetylene had to be done in reflection mode on thick samples. With the refinement 

of vacuum deposition techniques for depositing thin films of PDAs, our sample was able to 

be made as a 400 A, oriented, polycrystalline film. This allowed us to do accurate 

transmission measurements of the electro-absorption in the direction of the polymer chain 

back bone. 



Our reason for initiating this study was to probe the roles played by parity forbidden 

transitions in electro-absorption measurements on PDA. It was also hoped that our 

experiment would ascertain their connection with the observation of conduction. What we 

have found is that the specific two-photon states which prompted the initial interest in this 

experiment are not definitely seen in our data. Our conclusions regarding these states, the 

2Ag and the mAf states, are that they do not have a strong enough dipole moment with any 

close lying, allowed Bu state or may be too close to other more prominent features to be 

individually identified. The theoretical analysis has also shown that the dipole moments 

within the band are greater than those held by the 2Ag or mA( states with any Bu states. Since 

the band states are so much closer together than any forbidden excitonic states would be to 

allowed states, Eq. 6 shows that with their large dipole moments the band states should have 

a much larger signal in electro-absorption. This then is the reason why the band edge states 

signal can be seen while the excitonic Ag states have no definable signal. 

An interesting outcome of the research reported here involves the definition of the 

conduction band in long carbon chain polymers. Rather than adhering to the traditional band 

description for semiconductors which involves a close grouping of allowed states, we find our 

band to be composed of both symmetry allowed and forbidden states. This band has been 

identified in the theory as the energy location where the states are much closer and share 

much larger dipole moments than at lower energy. Our band also represents the states that 

require enough energy to displace the excited electron by more than one lattice site which 

would make it free in calculations where only nearest neighbor coulomb interactions are 

considered. The prediction of the band then ties in directly with two significant experimental 

observations consisting of conduction at this energy location and of an oscillatory electro-

absorption signal at the same location. This oscillatory electro-absorption signal that we have 
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measured requires both Af and Bu states to be present and very close in energy so that as they 

become closer at higher energy the signals exactly cancel. 

Further experimental exploration of these band states is necessary to determine their 

ordering within the band. A higher resolution experiment would give a more detailed picture 

of this ordering. This would require a more powerful light source and a better light collection 

system than we had available. The positioning of the Af states within the band might also be 

explored using two-photon absorption experiments. This would require a laser energy of 

around 1.2 eV where no absorptions exist in the linear spectrum. Another possible experiment 

would be to look at the electro-absorption as a function of the polymer size. One method for 

doing this would be to etch channels in a sample of long polymer lengths. The channels would 

be perpendicular to the chains affectively chopping the polymers into little pieces. Samples 

with channels cut into them have already been employed to determine the average distance 

a photogenerated electron travels in various PDAs.17 The smallest channels were cut about 

10 pm apart using an electron beam intended for use with high definition electron beam 

lithography. To be useful, however, the channels should be much closer together so that finite 

size affects are appreciable. As mentioned earlier, the repeat units are on the order of .4 nm 

long so that to get a chain with less than 100 carbon sites on the backbone the channels should 

be no more than 10 nm apart, a requirement which may be too hard to meet. An easier 

method might be to control the polymerization process to give shorter chains. 

Another experiment wpuld be to determine more about the conduction in PDAs as a 

function of applied electric field. This might yield some information about the role that the 

A( states play in enhancing photoconduction. This may also show a way to tailor the 

conduction properties using applied fields. 
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